
README 

WEB3.mp4 Example File 

 

The aim of this README file is to describe the illustrative implementation (WEB3.mp4) of the 
recommendations embodied in the NISTIR 8161, "Recommendation: Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 
Digital Video Export Profile - Level 0". 

Why It Was Created 

This example file was created to prove NIST’s approach to embedding metadata in MP4 video files as 
required when implementing the recommendations specified in the NISTIR 8161.  This file was created 
using an existing MP4 file with an H.264 video stream and embedding related time information into the 
H.264-supported Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI) messages, which reside in the video 
stream.  The Clock Offset data was appended to the end of the file as an XMP packet with the standard 
defined metadata.  This example demonstrates that existing structures supported in H.264 and MP4 
allow for standard metadata to be included within the file and still provide standard playback 
capabilities. 

File Content 

The MP4 sample file contains a playable H.264 stream with two embedded SEI messages holding the 
precision timestamp and time source information associated with each frame in the video. 

SEI Message:  The SEI messages are classified as user unregistered messages and adhere to the standard 
format defined in the NISTIR 8161.  These standard messages are embedded in every frame within the 
14 second sample video file.  Figure 1 provides the hex view of two sample messages contained in the 
file. 

 

Figure 1 - Hex View of Precision Timestamp and Time Source 

 

XMP Packet:  The sample file also contains an XMP packet appended to the end of theMP4 file as 
illustrated in Figure 2.  This packet contains the necessary data elements needed to calculated the Clock 
Offset value when exporting a video capture from a DVR system.  This allows for embedding additional 
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metadata as an XMP packet.  The XMP packet contains the data needed for calculating the clock offset 
value.  The data is placed in the UUID box at the end of the file. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Hex View of XMP Packet Containing Clock Offset Data Elements 

 

Playability 

The sample file was included in the Video Player Software Study described in NISTIR 8172.  This proof of 
concept demonstrated that a standard metadata approach would not impact the playability of the MP4 
file.  The metadata defined in the profile adds refined evidentiary information to videos recorded by 
video surveillance systems. 
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